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Designing for Ultra-Low
THD+N (Part 1)
Understanding Measurable Noise and
Distortion
The design of ultra-low-noise, low-distortion circuits is more than simply a matter
of a well-considered schematic. Because of their impact on measurable noise and
distortion, layout and component quality are often more important.

Let me clarify up front what may be a misconception. This article is not about what makes the
“best” audio amplifier nor do I make any claims
about audible quality. I shall leave those subjective
matters to others, and instead focus on what we at
Audio Precision have been doing for many years:
understanding what is in fact measurable and what
mechanisms contribute to the imperfections we find.
Few audio products qualify as “Ultra-Low
THD+N” and for most purposes this is perfectly
acceptable. But for those who work in this rarefied
environment, only a select set of tools can reveal
behaviors that separate the merely good from the
truly remarkable and a deep understanding of circuit
behaviors is required to address and improve the
designs produced. This means moving beyond the
approximate representation of Maxwell’s equations
encapsulated in a schematic and focusing on the
actual circuit’s physical implementation.

Figure 1: The op-amp supply
currents look fine in the
schematic; however, Lenz’s
law indicates there may be
a problem.
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Is Circuit A Better Than Circuit B?

After many years in the audio business, you
observe trends and ideas that become popular
among designers for certain time periods. These
trends often take the form of circuit types, some of
which claim to solve specific problems or to somehow “sound better” than others. While some designs
are genuinely clever and may address certain issues
(e.g., circuit protection) most do not become canonically accepted as “the best” for audio because actual
implementations reveal a range of behaviors from
product to product. The magic bullet is only magic
in a suitable context. It is otherwise unremarkable.
Circuit A is only better than circuit B when circuit A
is realized with the appropriate attention to detail,
and roles may easily be reversed with decisions
around bias, compensation, component quality, layout, and so forth.

Lenz’s Law’s Unintended Consequences

We all recall learning the basic physics of electricity in high school and college. We know from
the earliest lessons that a conductor’s current flow
generates a magnetic field, and conversely that
magnetic fields may induce potentials in nearby
conductive loops. While we use this explicitly in the
design of transformers, motors, and loudspeakers,
it is a fact often obscured by the approximation of
electromagnetic systems represented in electronic
schematics. When exploring extremely low levels of
THD+N, these approximations become very important to understand.
Consider an op-amp. This common amplifier
employs a Class-AB output, and when configured
with feedback can deliver a very linear current to a

Figure 2: The op-amp is forced to
Class A and only one rail is used.

load. Since all current is being provided by
the supply rails, you may assume that the
supply current is likewise very linear with
respect to the input signal. This would be
incorrect and has measurable consequences.
Since the op-amp’s output is Class-AB,
the output transistors are transitioning from
OFF to ON states in a somewhat complementary fashion, responding to changes
in the input signal. This means that each
supply rail ( –VS and VS) delivers a current
waveform that contains a rectified version
of the total output current superimposed
on the DC value (see Figure 1).

Why Is This a Problem?

Here is where Lenz comes back to us with
mutual inductance. In the real world, Lenz’s
law tells us that currents generate magnetic
fields around conductors that in turn generate potentials in adjacent conductive loops.
If these currents contain distorted representations of the signal, then this distortion
may well “bleed” into other stages (e.g., the
feedback path) and become measurable as
a function of frequency. This has nothing to
do with the amplifier’s schematic, per se.
At higher currents, this can seriously aﬀect
measurements. As a result, power amplifiers
often demonstrate relatively high levels of this
form of distortion at higher frequencies. This
occurs regardless of quality of components
or circuit design on paper. It is a result of
high currents injecting nonlinear signals via
mutual inductance to other loops within the
amplifier and is more a function of physical layout than schematic. This behavior

may even be the dominant distortion product in otherwise very
high-quality amplifiers.
Does this mean that this problem is immediately audible? No,
but in the world of extremely low
THD+N, we must consider sources
of nonlinearity that others ignore. We must
look very carefully at the schematics and the
physical layout to understand this.

Planes and Traces

When is more ground not such a good
thing? The answer is: when you don’t know
where the currents are.
Some designers favor the use of a solid
“power supply plane” as a PCB layer. As
such, a plane certainly appears to be an
eﬀective way to carry a large amount of
current and hence will reduce problems of
interference from the perspective of relative voltages. There is very little measurable
resistance and thus few voltage variations
at diﬀerent points on the plane.
But the currents, visible or not, must
follow a specific set of paths from point-topoint along this plane. The flow will not be
evenly distributed but will follow, literally,
the path of least resistance, however small
the diﬀerence. Lenz’s law still applies, which
means that noisy currents flowing across
the plane may still induce signals into other
areas of the circuit, only now we have no
means to control these eﬀects by moving
traces. For this reason, well-designed traces
are preferable to supply planes in ultra-low
THD+N designs, as they give the engineer
control over precisely where current flows
and hence where noise and distortion can
be injected.

Isn’t This an RF Problem?

While the previously described phenomena are more pronounced as f
∞, the
higher currents involved in power amplifier
design mean that these eﬀects can be easily

Figure 3: A simple emitter follower was
constructed using a MPSA18 transistor.
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Figure 4: Emitter follower distortion measurement shows RE = 4.02 k, VS = ±15 V, and Vsignal = ±5 VPEAK at 1 kHz.

measured at frequencies as low as 5 kHz. It is precisely that attention to detail that separates the good
from the great at the extremes of performance.

Some Partial Solutions with Op-Amps

Op-amps are at the heart of
much analog audio. Some useful
techniques can help reduce the
problems mentioned here.

Decoupling
Ensure that power supplies are
diﬀerentially decoupled as physically
close to the op-amp as possible to
minimize loop area. The nonlinear AC
supply currents will be shunted to
each other, thus reducing unwanted
induced potentials.

Forcing Class-A Operation
Another partial solution to rectified supply currents is to force
op-amp output st ages to run
(nearly) Class A by loading the output to a rail, forcing only one rail to
be used all the time (see Figure 2).
Currents will be more linear but, of
course, the op-amp now is expending more energy and has reduced
output capacity.

Estimating Semiconductor
Distortion Contributions

While the use of op-amps with
abundant feedback negates much
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of the need to worry about the nonlinearity of discrete transistors, there are still many cases in which
discrete designs are desirable. These nonlinearities
are significant and can be well estimated before
prototyping.
A Taylor series approximation works well to
estimate distortion from certain forms of nonlinearity (e.g., the behavior of semiconductor junctions. However, it does not generalize to all forms
of nonlinearity (some nonlinearity forms will be
discussed in our next article).

Use a Taylor Series to Model Nonlinear
Behavior in Semiconductor Junctions

The circuit is modeled as having a voltage dependent gain:
VOUT
= f ( VS ) =
VS

(

)

A 0 1 + VSk 2 + VS2k 3 + ...

The second (2HD) and third (3HD) harmonic ratios
can be estimated with surprising accuracy using
only three values for dynamic gain at the positive
peak (AP), negative peak (AN) and, zero (A0) points
of an assumed sine-wave signal:
AP − AN
⎛k ⎞
2HD ≈ ⎜ 2 ⎟ =
⎝ 2⎠
8A 0

AP − AN − 2A 0
⎛k ⎞
3HD ≈ ⎜ 3 ⎟ =
⎝ 4⎠
24A 0

Note that 2HD (as a ratio) is proportional to VS, while

3HD is proportional to VS2. Since these first harmonics will dominate overall distortion, they are suﬃcient for estimation purposes.

EVOLUTION
through INNOVATION

Emitter Follower Distortion

We constructed a simple emitter follower using a MPSA18 transistor with R L = 4.02 k wired to –15 V and the collector to 15 V
(see Figure 3). Performance with a ±5 VPK (10 VPP) signal is to be
determined at 21.8°C (≈295 K).
• The 100-kΩ load resistor represents the input impedance of
the audio analyzer (DC coupled)
• The element “R E” models the dynamic impedance of the emitter-base junction. “RE” interacts with the total load impedance
to provide a voltage gain that is slightly less than unity and
that varies as a function to the instantaneous signal voltage.
Dynamic emitter impedance, R E ≈ kT/qIe
“k” = Boltzmann’s constant = 1.38065 × 10 –23
“T” = 295K (ignoring self heating within the transistor)
“q” = electron charge = 1.6022 × 10 –19
Gain is calculated at VB = –5, 0, and 5 V:
VB = − 5 V: IE = 2.282 mA, R E = 11.138 Ω ∴ AN = 0.099713
VB = 0 V: IE = 3.576 mA, R E = 7.1085 Ω ∴ A O = 0.099816
VB = 5 V: IE = 4.870 mA, R E = 5.22 Ω ∴ AP = 0.099865

Hence:
AP − AN
⎛k ⎞
= 0.019% ( −74.4 dB)
2HD ≈ ⎜ 2 ⎟ =
⎝ 2⎠
8A 0
AP − AN − 2A 0
⎛k ⎞
3HD ≈ ⎜ 3 ⎟ =
= 0.0023% ( −92.8 dB)
⎝ 4⎠
24A 0

The Envelope, Please

How well does this technique work? The measured levels of
2HD and 3HD with a 10-V PP sine wave at 1 kHz are –75.1 dB and
–93.4 dB compared to the estimates of –74.4 dB and –92.8 dB,
for a diﬀerence of 0.7 dB and 0.6 dB, respectively (see Figure 4).
This estimation method can be used to analyze distortion contributions for any semiconductor junction in a design and can be
used to help identify separate contributions from other sources,
such as those discussed in the earlier sections.
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Next Up

In my next article, I will discuss the importance of resistors
and capacitors in ultra-low THD+N designs. The conclusions may
surprise you. ax
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